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Abstract

In recent years, speech recognition researchers have pro-
posed the use of Gaussian warping as a step in the computation
of input speech feature parameters. This warping is intended to
reduce the mismatch between the actual statistical distribution
of parameters and the distribution hypothesized in the acous-
tic models used, i.e., the Gaussian distribution. In this paper,
we compare variants of Gaussianization, including off-line and
windowed (short-term) versions, which we evaluate on a corpus
of Canadian Parliamentary Debates.

1. Introduction

In [1, 2, 3], the authors propose the use of Gaussian warping
as a step in signal processing in order that the actual distribu-
tion of parameters better fit the hypothesized Gaussian distribu-
tion generally found in Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR)
systems. In this paper, we compare different ways of applying
the Gaussian warping transformation (for which we will use the
term Gaussianization interchangeably). We compare an off-line
version where whole utterances are available beforehand, and
a windowed version which could be used in real-time appli-
cations where a small (1.5 sec) delay is acceptable. We also
compare the application of Gaussianization before and after the
calculation of the delta and delta-delta parameters. In the case
of windowed Gaussianization, we compare versions which pre-
serve the mean and/or variance as computed on the window. All
the models described in this paper are speaker-independent (or
more accurately multi-speaker).

2. The Warping Transformation

2.1. Definitions

Informally, Gaussianization consists of finding the sorted rank
of a value within a sequence and using this rank as an index into
a pre-computed table of the inverse normal cumulative func-
tion [3]. More formally, let O = (o1,o2, . . . ,oT ) be a se-
quence of T n-dimensional observation vectors. Let otj be el-
ement j of observation vector t, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, 1 ≤ t ≤ T .
The warping transformation is applied on each dimension sep-
arately. For dimension j, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, consider the sequence
Oj = o1j , o2j , . . . , oTj . Given a (possibly infinite) window
size 2w + 1, define

tL = max(1, t − w), (1)

tR = min(T, t + w), (2)

N = tR − tL + 1. (3)

Let
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dt, (4)

i.e., the Gaussian cumulative distribution function with mean
µ and variance σ2. Let rtj be the size of the set {i : oti ≤
otj , tL ≤ i, j ≤ tR}, i.e, the rank of otj in its window. We can
now define the warping function thus:

δ =
1

2(R + 1)
(5)

stj = round

(
(R − 1)rtj + (N − R)

N − 1

)
, (6)

xtj = δ +

(
(stj − 1)

(N − 1)
(1 − 2δ)

)
, (7)

o′tj = Φ−1 (xtj) , (8)

o′′tj = σtjo
′
tj + µtj , (9)

where stj is the rank scaled to an integer in the closed interval
[1, R], R is the table size, and xtj is a real number in the closed
interval [δ, 1 − δ], approximating the open interval ]0, 1[ (the
image of Φ) using a small positive quantity δ. The windowed
mean µtj and windowed standard deviation σtj in equation 9
are simply the sample mean and covariance, i.e.,

Stj1 =

tR∑
t=tL

otj (10)

Stj2 =

tR∑
t=tL

o2
tj (11)

µtj =
Stj1

N
(12)

σ2
tj =

NStj2 − S2
tj1

N(N − 1)
(13)

Since o′
tj does not depend on the exact value of otj , but

just on its rank, the warping can be seen as a form of scalar
quantization with R levels. The rounding function should be
defined in a symmetrical way, e.g., round(x) = �x� if x <
N−1

2
, and round(x) = �x� otherwise.

2.2. Variants of Gaussianization

There are four parameters (w, µtj , σtj , step):

1. The window size, 2w +1, which can be finite or infinite.
For the finite case, we will use w = 150.

2. The output mean, µtj , which can be 0 or as defined in
equation 12.
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3. The output variance, σ2
tj , which can be 1 or as defined in

equation 13.

4. The step, step ∈ {pre, post} where gaussianization is
applied: before or after the delta and delta-delta calcula-
tions.

Of the sixteen (24) possible combinations, we considered
only the following:

1. whole-pre: w = ∞, µ = 0, σ = 1, pre.

2. whole-post: w = ∞, µ = 0, σ = 1, post.

3. win-0v: w = 150, µ = 0, σ = σtj , post.

4. win-mv: w = 150, µ = µtj , σ = σtj , post.

Moreover, for the off-line case, we evaluated standard (as
applied in HTK tools) energy normalization for comparison.
For 1 and 2, we used R = 1, 000, 033, the smallest prime num-
ber not less than 1,000,000, and for which n−1

2
is even; for 3

and 4, we used R = N and w = 150. In practice, we computed
the function Φ−1 (x) using the C function ltqnorm 1. Note
that for variant 1, the delta and delta-delta parameters are com-
puted from static parameters whose variance is one. This yields
small variances for the delta and delta-delta parameters, with
the consequence that the log likelihoods of observation given
the resulting estimated model parameters are much higher than
the log likelihoods from the baseline. This causes problems
for setting appropriate beams in the forward-backward training
step. In order to reduce this effect, all the observation vectors
were scaled using a diagonal linear transformation, estimated
from the training data, and which brought the variance to one.
So in effect, this variant is more appropriately described as pre-
gaussianization of the static parameters and post-normalization
of the variance of the delta and delta-delta parameters.

3. Corpus Description
3.1. Audio Data

The corpus consists of 61 hours of Parliamentary Debates tak-
ing place in French at the House of Commons of Canada; 106
Members are represented. The floor audio is recorded with a
distant microphone using a single channel, is PCM-sampled at
16 kHz and compressed using MPEG 2.0 Layer II (MP2) at a
constant bit rate of 32 kB/s for 8:1 compression. The bandwidth
is limited to 6 kHz for unknown reasons.

3.2. Transcriptions

The available transcriptions were the final edited Hansards,
which are not generally verbatim transcriptions. Also, a
database containing meta-information such as speaker identity2

made the link between the audio and corresponding transcrip-
tions within a couple seconds’ accuracy. In order to bootsrap
our system reliably, we had 15 hours’ worth of transcriptions
manually corrected to match the audio accurately.

3.3. Signal Processing

The baseline parameters are 13-dimensional standard FFT-
derived MFCC with log energy at the rate of one vector per
10 ms. Cepstral mean subtraction was used, but not energy nor-
malization.

1http://home.online.no/˜pjacklam/notes/invnorm/
2This information is entered in real-time by a technician.

4. Modeling
4.1. Acoustic Modeling

The baseline acoustic models consist of 5169 non-silence
decision-tree context-dependent triphone states with eight
Gaussians per distribution, and three (3) context-independent
silence states with 32 Gaussians each. Every Gaussian has its
own diagonal covariance matrix. The 15 hours of manually
transcribed audio data and 46 hours with approximate transcrip-
tions (where utterances could be up to 40 minutes long) were all
submitted to the standard training process, and utterances which
did not survive were simply discarded. The result was 30 hours
of audio representing 104 Members that did make it through the
whole process. The length of utterances is a minimum of 2 sec-
onds, a maximum of 10m44s, mean of 21 seconds and standard
deviation of 43 seconds. The training was thus partly, if not
lightly [4, 5, 6], supervised.

4.2. Language Modeling

The LM is a standard backoff trigram estimated using 60M
words from eight years’ worth of Hansards3 collected from
the Web4. There are 20,000 unigrams, 447,704 bigrams and
375,835 trigrams. The perplexity measured on a 3M word de-
velopment set is low at 65, which indicates that improvements
should focus on acoustic modeling.

5. Experimentation
5.1. Evaluation Sets

We reserved a set of 209 utterances for development (40 min.,
6998 words, 57 speakers, of which we typically used only 12
minutes with one utterance per speaker for tuning our system),
and 209 utterances for evaluation (40 min., 7175 words, 57
speakers, with 48 in common with the development set). For
recognition on the test set, we varied the beam from 100 to 150
inclusively, in steps of 10, yielding six different real-time fac-
tors.

5.2. Results

In the off-line case (see Figure 1), the best result is obtained us-
ing post-gaussianization for larger real-time factors. However,
at low real-time factors, the best variant uses standard energy
normalization. Note that the pre-gaussianization performs sig-
nificantly worse than the baseline. In the windowed case (see
Figure 2), the best variant is win301-mv at larger real-time
factors, but the baseline is best for smaller real-time factors.

6. Discussion
6.1. The Off-Line Case

The pre-gaussianization is consistently worse than the base-
line. This is surprising, because in this case the delta and delta-
delta are computed in the usual way, that is, as a windowed
regression, whereas in the post-gaussianization case the delta
and delta-delta should no longer be accurate estimates of the
time derivatives after the warping. This suggests that the gen-
eral direction of the time derivatives and the match between the
hypothesized model distribution and actual parameter distribu-
tions are more important than the exact value of the time deriva-

3The name of the offi cial proceedings from Parliamentary Debates.
4http://www.parl.gc.ca/
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Figure 1: WER when using off-line Gaussianization vs. Real
Time Factor on a 2.8 GHz Pentium 4 with 1 GB of RAM.
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Figure 2: WER when using windowed Gaussianization vs. Real
Time Factor on a 2.8 GHz Pentium 4 with 1 GB of RAM.

tives. The problem with pre-gaussianization could be caused
by the ad-hoc post-normalization step, but it is difficult to see
how, as that scaling step is less radical than the full warping
used in the post-gaussianization case. Gaussianization normal-
izes the static log energy in a more radical way than traditional
normalization involving shifting the log energy so that the max-
imum value in an utterance has a predetermined value (one in
this case). It could then be argued that the reduction in WER
obtained by Gaussianization comes mostly from the normaliza-
tion of the log energy component. But in Figure 1, we see that
classic energy normalization performs consistently better than
the baseline but consistently worse than post-gaussianization at
larger RTF. This shows that post-gaussianization can be more
powerful than energy normalization alone.

6.2. The Windowed Case

Remember that Cepstral Mean Subtraction was applied first to
all parameters before gaussianization (this was done due to time
constraints). This is equivalent to assuming that the front-end
is magically able to guess the cepstral mean for a whole utter-
ance beforehand. Also, there are two results missing: win-m1,
where the windowed mean is preserved, but the variance is one,

and win-01, where the mean is zero and the variance one. The
former was actually attempted, but on a subset of the develop-
ment set, the word error rate (WER) was several percent above
the baseline WER and that variant was abandoned. The latter
variant was also attempted in the early stages using different
baseline models, and was found to yield an WER roughly equal
to the baseline. These results actually prompted the investiga-
tion into whether preserving the mean and/or variance would be
beneficial. Figure 2 shows clearly that preserving the variance
degrades performance at the target real-time factors (RTF), al-
though it might match the baseline at higher RTFs. However,
preserving the windowed (i.e. short-term) mean and variance
reduces WER slightly at the larger RTF. The difference between
the two variants represented in Figure 2 suggests that short-term
cepstral mean variations need to be tracked in order to obtain a
reduction in WER. Combining this with the preliminary results
on the case win-01, we think that none or both of the win-
dowed mean and variance should be tracked (i.e., not just the
mean or just the variance). Determining the window size is then
the main issue; in this paper we used only one window size, but
other earlier (unpublished) results showed that 3 seconds were
a good compromise between sample size and real-time delay.

7. Conclusion
In this paper, we evaluated both off-line and windowed (short-
term) variants of Gaussian warping. The best off-line variant
requires larger real-time-factors and the post-gaussianization of
all parameters, including the delta and delta-delta: gaussianiz-
ing just the static parameters was worse than not performing
gaussianization at all. The best windowed variant was the one
preserving the window mean and variance, but also required
larger real-time factors, which means that it would actually be
useful only in off-line contexts. In summary, gaussianization
seems best suited for non real-time systems.
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